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Daily dilemmas: Is it ever acceptable to cross the road 
at a red light in Germany? 

For Sid Young the outcome was even worse: he was fined €5 for it. 

Alex Perry is not a fan of this law. "If I waited at all the red lights in Leipzig I wouldn't get anything 

done," he said. The Ampeln (traffic lights) phases here are absurd." 

Debby Boon agrees. "This law frustrates me so much," she said. "Drivers are allowed to decide if it's 

safe to go but not pedestrians." 

Richard Bailey said everyone should cross the light on red if it's safe to do so. 

"Obedience to ridiculous rules is shameful," he said. 

Wait for the light to change!' 

However, others said citizens should st ick to the rules. 

"It's an unnecessary risk, just wait for the damn light to change," said Federico Leon. 

Many of our readers said it made a difference if children are around. 

'I guess you can get away with it occasionally when it is not busy - but never if there are children 

waiting at the traffic light. You'll get shouted or stared at for 'setting a bad example'," said one 

reader. 

Another respondent to our survey, Nabeel ljaz Bhatti, said: "Normally it's not good to cross in red if 

there is traffic coming or a child or children are waiting to cross. 

"They learn what you do. If not, they will ask their accompanying person questions about this 

strange behaviour." 

However Bhatti added that if there's no one around and the road is clear, it should be okay to cross 

the road. 

Rachael Dobsovicova said she has been influenced by German culture. "It's so ingrained in me now 

after living here for long enough, I won't even do it back home in NY," she said. 


